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The qualities of a premium gas can include both claimed energy content and 
anti-knock characteristics. Crucially these are unrelated, despite being selling 
points of the same commodity. 
  
When specifying in a handbook the fuel a car ought to be used with, the maker 
looks at three issuesthat occur by default: 

1. What fuel needs to be used to make performance claims stand up; 
2. What fuel needs to be used to protect this high-performance motor 

from damaging itself and blowing our reputation through warranty 
claims and the leverage of JD Power-type surveys; 

3. What needless weasel cr*p can we get away with using- to make our 
Customer worship theproduct and the brand more devoutly among 
friends without overstepping the boundaries of industry-wide weasel 
cr*p? 

Telling you that premium gas is "de rigeur" is a weasel dropping. 
  
The aspect of fuel I forgot when explaining things was that in times gone by the 
flame rate of a fuel was determined in practice, out in the real world and not in 
the lab, by the impurities present in each gallon or carburetor-full, or indeed in 
each injector-full. Impurities gotten rid of in the development of lead-free gas, 
for the most part. 
  
If it were not for the development of unleaded gas in America, there would be 
no such thing today as a turbo car with a warranty. 
  
The Wikipedia page points out that octane rating describes the tendency of a 
fuel to take part in combustion at the speed it is designed to by the refinery 
guys, as opposed to its tendency to explode spontaneously just because it has 
been drafted or injected into a hot cylinder. 
  
Knock is caused when impurities made of improperly-refined constituent 
molecules of the fuel explode spontaneously during the compression stroke of 
the piston in the cylinder, simply because those bits are chemically unstable. 
The effect is that they set fire to the cloud of fuel-air mixture while the piston is 
still compressing it, long before the spark plug gets around to igniting it on time 
and in the correct part of the compressed cloud: ie. where the engine designer 
arranged for the spark plug gap to be. The geometric position of the spark plug 
gap is crucial to ensuring that the shape of the fire cloud properly matches the 
design of the top face or "crown" of the piston and the shape of the cylinder roof 
with all the closed valves in it. 
  



The better the shape of the fire matches its surroundings, the more complete 
the burn of the fuel in the available air, and the higher the efficiency of motor. It 
also means no splashing of unburnt fuel on the exhaust catalyst and no 
deviation from the emissions claims the motor is designed to meet with, which 
you already knew. 
  
Early detonation of the fuel cloud by "radical" constituents of the fuel present by 
accident will almost always occur in some random place away from the spark 
plug and off-centre, and this would cause the piston to rock sideways on the 
gudgeon pin, smashing the trailing skirt of the rising piston into the cylinder 
wall, introducing an uneven bit of wear and tear on every occasion. In a bad 
gallon of gas there could be a million such disturbances. 
  
Kevin Cameron, the tech guy of Cycle Magazine, once pointed out that each 
piston in a gasoline engine spinning at about peak-torque revs changes 
direction under a loading of 7,000g: seven thousand times the force of gravity 
at both top-dead-centre and bottom-dead-centre. If violent disturbances are 
forced upon that moving system out of the blue, metal starts to get ground up. 
  
It also sends a shock-wave cannoning through the closed mechanical system 
of the small end, big end, and main bearings, damaging all of them very 
slightly, bends the crankshaft inside the main bearings and disturbs the 
relatively smooth rotation of the flywheel, which in a manual-gearbox system is 
carried to whatever pair of gear cogs are currently in use, only to be finally 
absorbed by the combination of the differential transaxle and the tyres, both of 
which are made to withstand appalling shocks and survive smiling. The "diff" is 
like an anvil, but much tougher. 
  
The other engine part that takes a blow from this is the timing belt, and a 
deteriorating one of those is like a bad artery in the chest. 
  
As we said, the modern engine no longer has the pernicketty parts that were 
susceptible of old to going out of adjustment and pinging on good fuel, so no 
worries there. 
  
The other matter at hand with more funky fuel is energy content. 
  
The truth is that the fuel system of the car has no mass spectrometer or other 
fancy device in it to read the chemical make-up of the fuel like a bar-code on a 
coke can, and re-calibrate the engine management system for sugar-coke, diet 
coke, caffeine free, or lemonade from the fabled springs under the Big Rock 
Candy Mountains. 
  
It has an Air Mass Meter in the intake duct, but that assesses air only, not fuel. 
  
There's no button you can press to tell it, no Honeywell control knob to turn. 
  
You can put fancy gas in and the car doesn't detect it in any genuine way. The 
sensitive driver might feel a difference in the crispness of the power delivery 
across a favorite rev range, or hear a more satisfying tenor in the bark of the 
pipes, but the only other thing that can detect it is an emissions test rig, and I'd 
be willing to bet the differences would be detectable but subtle. 
  



This whole business takes us straight to the placebo effect in medicine where 
people given sugar lumps cure themselves by the fuzzy relationship between 
mind and matter. 
  
Jeremy Clarkson once said, whilst racing a Lamborghini Murcielago against a 
Ferrari, a Mercedes SLR and an Audi R8, that the noise coming from behind 
his ear was "the sound of money-exploding." 
  
Well, you, me and Sandy, and all the other Mini Cooper Club members, we all 
have a love of that; it's the sound of freedom, a sort of high fidelity where less is 
never more. 
  
If a person tells me they like the particular timbre of particular gas fumes in the 
pipes of their automobile, then they got taste, and no-one is allowed to argue. 
  
And a soul.                   Mr. Tech. 

 

 


